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How to Read Summaries:

The KSW contain massive amounts of mind-blowing information, so in order to help 
facilitate our study and to better digest what Mr. Keshe is teaching, a KS has been 
organizing some of the most recent workshops first with "Key Words." They are just a 
few words at the beginning of each transcript so you can quickly search for topics of 
interest. 

Next are "Key Phrases." The first line of the Key Phrase is a compact sentence briefly 
summarizing a single concept taught by Mr. Keshe. Following that sentence may be a 
paragraph of what was taught. This allows you to quickly get the main part of the 
information. Sometimes there will be only 1 sentence, this is because the concept fits 
easily into 1 sentence. There is an empty space between each concept. You will also see 
time marks in the key phrases. These were left in to help you find the original teaching 
for in-depth study. 

Keep in mind that these transcript/summaries are a work in progress, and not at all 
complete. But having said that, they contain huge amounts of information, that becomes 
available to everybody immediately.

The transcript/summaries contain:  

Number of the workshop; Date
Key words (Only in the most Recent KSW Transcripts); 
Key phrases (Only in the most Recent KSW Transcripts); 
Summaries (in easy flowing English); 
Original transcript (word for word, time marks every 2 minutes on even number). 

The KF Brazilian community has create a Channel on Telegram called “Resumos das 
Aulas de M.T. Keshe (English Summaries also)” (Link of this Telegram Channel: 
https://t.me/resumos_aulas_fk). On this channel you can find all these Transcripts and 
other easy to read English Summaries. If you have any questions or comments please 
contact us so we can better serve you.

We really hope you enjoy this amazing gift of Knowledge of the Universe that Mr. Keshe
is lovingly and freely sharing with humanity.

https://t.me/resumos_aulas_fk

